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REVISITING THE BLACK TOWER  
 
NOTES BASED ON A TALK GIVEN AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART, 2010  
 
 
IAN WALKER 
 
 
I have to start with a somewhat embarrassing confession.  
 
I first saw John Smith’s film The Black Tower maybe in 1988, a year or so after it 
was made. I watched it just the once in an art college lecture theatre and my 
initial response was very naïve: how on earth, I wondered, had the film-maker 
found all those towers that looked the same?! There was something in the film 
that made me want to believe it, but in that situation there was no way to verify 
what I thought I’d just seen. 
 
Then, later that year, The Black Tower was shown on TV. (Those were the days 
when you might see something like this on Channel 4, albeit late at night.) I set 
the video and watched the film several times over. And I began to understand 
how the film was put together and how and why it had fooled me the first time 
around.  
 
In the late Summer of 1989, my exhibition Civitas was mounted at Southampton 
Art Gallery and I realised there was a parallel between my own tracking of the 
white tower of the Civic Centre and the obsession of the narrator of John Smith’s 
film with his black tower. I wrote something about this in the catalogue and sent 
him a copy with a fan letter. In his reply, he noted with amusement that ‘in the 
photograph which most resembles a shot from my film, there happens to be a 
hoarding advertising John Smith’s bitter in the foreground’.  
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This account points to several things. It centres of course around changing 
viewing patterns – how a film is a different experience in a cinema, on TV, on 
video and, more recently, in the gallery. But it also points to something which is 
key to a number of John Smith’s films – a tension between the reality that is 
filmed and the way it is reconfigured in the structure of the film.  
 
In an interview with Cate Elwes in 2002, John Smith was asked about the 
relationship of his work to documentary and he said: ‘If I’m forced to put a label 
on my films, I’m happy to call many of them documentaries, especially if you go 
back to Grierson’s definition of documentary as ‘the creative treatment of reality’. 
A number of my films are entirely documentary in their source material but they 
always construct stories from these sources’. 
 
The use of the Grierson quote suggests a parallel tension within documentary as 
a whole to that which exists in many of John’s films. On the one hand we have 
reality, actuality, the world around us and the use of film and photography to 
document that. But that act of documentation can never happen without some 
level of human intervention, some element of ‘creative treatment’.  
 
This can seem like a problem or a failing, but I actually think that much of the 
strength of the best documentary lies in an exploitation of the tension, the 
ambiguity, the paradox of this mix. One of the reasons why I have been 
interested in the surrealist use of documentary tactics is that I think we can find 
these impulses being recognized and exploited there.  
 
Anyway, that’s not what I want to talk about right now, but rather a related 
concern. Over the last few years, I’ve become very interested in the relationship 
between places and their images. It’s an extraordinary experience to go to a 
place which you already know from its depiction in a painting, a photograph or a 
film, for, of course, you can no longer see the place as you would if the image 
didn’t exist. But at the same time, one’s understanding of the image is profoundly 
affected by the experience of the original place.  
 
So I thought it would be interesting to see what would be the experience of 
visiting the location of the ‘real’ Black Tower. I knew a few things about this: back 
in 1989, John had told me that the actual tower had been demolished soon after 
the film was made. So I knew I would be visiting the site of the Tower, not the 
tower itself. (That added a nicely haunted twist.) He also told me that he had 
been able to see the tower from his back window and I knew he had lived on 
Colville Road in Leytonstone. This started to locate it, but I studied the film to see 
if there were any clues there. 
 
Though most of the shots of the tower in the film are rather (deliberately) generic, 
there’s one in which the foreground tells us where the tower is: Langthorne 
Hospital.  
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And looking at an old A to Z map, I found the hospital and I found Colville Road 
and things fell into place. The final shot in the film is indeed from his back 
window, with the train line (the Central line) and the cemetery between him and 
the tower.  
 
 

 
 

 
The blue dot is where JS lived and the red dot is the approximate location of the 
tower in the grounds of the hospital. 
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There was one other clue in the film about where all the shots of the Tower had 
been made from.  
 

 
 
 
On the side of the Tower is an aerial and depending where that is, one can work 
out from which direction one is looking at the Tower. So I numbered each shot of 
the tower in the film and arranged them around the tower according to where the 
aerial was placed. 
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This is where I started to feel almost as obsessively deranged as the narrator of 
the film, but I think that research gets most interesting when it moves into a sort 
of mania, combined of course with a suitably detached irony about the whole 
process! 
 
So let me show some of what I found in visiting the tower. I’m going to mix 
together here some shots taken on my first visit in 2002 – in Summer when it was 
rainy - and some taken in March, 2010 on a Saturday morning when it was bright 
and sunny.  
 
Quite a lot of things have disappeared or changed completely, because much of 
the hospital was demolished along with the tower. But enough remains to show 
us just how adroit the filming of the Black Tower was.  
 

          
 
This is the first view the narrator has of the Tower, peeking over the rooftops, and 
it was from the corner where South Birkbeck Road turns into North Birkbeck 
Road. The houses have all been repainted but the chimneys and the leading on 
the windows of the middle house tell us we are in the right place. 
 

           
 
It’s also instructive to compare that shot with the later one when the narrator 
goes back to the spot and the tower is no longer visible. It’s effected by just 
moving the camera a little, cropping in a bit closer and shooting in a different 
light. And, of course, exploiting the fact that, in watching a film, we can’t do what 
I’ve just done – place the two frames side by side and scrutinize them.  
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I should just say that I haven’t attempted to duplicate the framing of the original, 
which is often quite tight; indeed, the wider frame on a 35mm camera often 
reveals more than a pure re-photograph would. The next two frames are (as we 
can tell by the position of the aerial) shot from close together but separated in the 
film, so we don’t realize that. The first tower is supposedly beyond a factory gate. 
  
 

         
 

         
 
 
In the film, the next frame is ‘outside St Mary’s church’. In fact, it is a building 
inside the hospital grounds, but it does look ecclesiastical - a chapel perhaps? 
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Finally, there is that shot which acknowledged that we are indeed in the grounds 
of Langthorne Hospital. Many of these buildings have now been swept away 
along with the tower, and the only way I realised it was the right spot was by 
observing the bent drain pipe and louvred doors to the bottom right. 
 
 

        
 
 
In all my pictures, then, the Black Tower hovers like a ghost, gone but somehow 
still there, invisibly occupying the space. A solid turned into air, indeed, but not 
quite ineradicably erased. Its positioning can be quite accurately triangulated and 
its presence re-asserted.  
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Some of the hospital buildings remain but a large part of the area is now 
Langthorne Park, a green space which calls itself ‘The Peoples’ Park’. It’s nice 
enough, if a little dull. On the ground in the middle is a mosaic disc inscribed 
‘LOGOS / ETHOS / PATHOS / LIBRE’. I have no idea what it means but it seems 
significant. 
  

     
 
 
I wandered back up through the cemetery which features at the end of the film: 
St Patrick’s Roman Catholic Cemetery. When I went there in Summer 2002, 
there was a sign warning that nearby tower blocks would soon be demolished. It 
was almost uncannily reminiscent of the sequence in The Black Tower where 
another tower came down. 
  
 

 
 
 
So I photographed them from the cemetery and when I went back there in 2010, I 
photographed them again, gone. Absent yet somehow also present, like the 
tower itself.  
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I walked on up Langthorne Road, across the bridge over the tube line and the 
link road to the M11, completed in 1999 after the demolition of 400 homes amid a 
storm of protest. One of these houses was John Smith’s, from the back window 
of which he had filmed the tower. Colville Road now has a strange half presence, 
its north side remaining as it was and its south side gone. Except that is for the 
row of trees along the pavement (one of which had a starring role in a central 
section of the film).  
 
  

 
 
And then I walked round to Leyton tube station and caught the train back into 
central London.  
 
 
After I gave my talk at the RCA, I was chatting with a couple of chaps and one of 
them said, ‘Of course, Hitchcock was from round that way, wasn’t he?’. Indeed 
he was. The next station up the line is Leytonstone, where there are some fine 
mosaics showing scenes from his films in the underpass leading down to the 
station. Under Hitchcock’s influence, the normality of north-east London can 
seem rather eerily abnormal. (To jump forward to 2015, while I was preparing this 
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text to go on the website, a man with a knife attacked passers-by in this 
underpass, shouting ‘This is for Syria’. Nearby, Janet Leigh looked shocked.) 
 
But I realised later that there was another Hitchcockian resonance with a place 
on the other side of the globe. When Hitchcock was looking in 1957 for a Spanish 
mission to use as the location for the climax of his film Vertigo, he decided on 
San Juan Bautista, between San Francisco and Monterey. He had first visited 
there in the 1940s, when the mission had a tower, just what he needed for the 
heroine of Vertigo to fall to her death. But between then and the filming, the tower 
was found to be unstable and taken down. Consequently, Hitchcock and his 
technicians were forced to use special effects to insert it into the scene.  
 

 
 
This has a strange effect if one now visits the Mission. Because, of course, it 
ought to have a tower, so much is it a crucial part of the identity of this place in 
the film. And so one almost sees it (imagines it) hovering above the otherwise 
resolutely horizontal Mission building.  
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Other experiences hover around the afterlife of The Black Tower. In the winter of 
2013, I went out to the other side of London to see the exhibition of work by the 
English outsider artist Madge Gill at the Orleans Gallery in Twickenham. 
Intensive patterns whirled across her drawings out of which emerged vaguely 
Pre-Raphaelite faces. What I hadn’t known though was that Madge Gill had lived 
most of her later life in East London and had died in 1961 in Langthorne Hospital. 
Somehow this seemed appropriate, obsessions meshing in this place.  
 
But perhaps my strangest experience was in 2011, when I went to Tate Liverpool 
to see the exhibition Magritte A-Z, for which I had written some texts in the 
catalogue. Wandering through the show, I suddenly found myself gazing at one 
painting in particular. It was one of the pictures from the series The Dominion of 
Light, all of which depict a light blue daylit sky over a darkened night time street 
scene. I’ve always loved these, because they are both magical and quite 
realistic. There actually is a ‘Magritte hour’ when this effect can occur.  
 
 

	
	

 
However, something else transfixed me in front of this particular painting. Most of 
the other versions are vertical, but this is horizontal and, on the left, above the 
trees is a black box-like form. Surely, it is the Black Tower. It had been in 
Brussels back in 1950 and now it was in Liverpool. Soon it would go back to New 
York, where this painting now lived. Or perhaps, perhaps the tower had followed 
me from East London and had been waiting here for me to come visit.  

	


